Ongoing / Updates / Reminders

1. Training Server Refresh – Not yet scheduled
2. “Hold Ready for Pickup” changed to “Requested item ready for pickup” and email filter updated
3. ETD records: Elizabeth is working on problem records - asked to share documentation with ILSAC 3/2017
4. Item status ‘l’ In Process – Cataloging and Circulation investigating the 200+ titles
   a. Confirmation of cataloging and circulation procedures.
5. Serials Solutions to EBSCO Holdings Management: updates
   a. CM had training 7/21, RIS training 9/1.
   b. ILSAC invited to inspect sample MARC serials records (from EBSCO) in the training server.
   c. The journals search pointed to EBSCO Holdings Management, went live 9/1.
   d. ERM team began updating link resolver images and links from SerialsSolutions to EBSCO FTF.
   e. Full MARC Record delivered…but may be incomplete.
6. DVDs and VHS to mcr
   a. Circulation has designated a space for these items in Reserves
   b. New item locations created (mcr63, mcr64, mcr65, mcr66); existing media scanned for inventory
   c. Physical processing? Copy cataloging Columbia State DVDs? Questions/Concerns?

Discussions

1. EBSCO MARC serial records in training server (29,165 MARC records with OCLC number loaded
   125,951 records didn’t have OCLC number and were not loaded)
   a. Requested changes (item record – eResources to eJournal?)
2. Graphic Novels Collection
   a. Currently circulate 7 days (item type 87), but many cannot easily be read in that time period.
   b. Propose change to 30-day circulation (item type 88) for all mcr / Graphic Novels Collection
3. New Japanese studies materials for permanent reserve (CM submitted)
4. Spine label printers
5. Inventory – Interim Scanning?
   a. A complete inventory is the most useful inventory
6. Announcements

Tabled

- Order records
- Worldcat Discovery
- Linked Data
- Inventory